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Abstract
This paper describes a new, psychologically-plausible model of human sentence interpretation,
based on a new model of linguistic structure, Construction Grammar. This on-line, parallel, probabilistic interpreter accounts for a wide variety of psycholinguistic results on lexical access, idiom
processing, parsing preferences, and studies of gap-filling and other valence ambiguities, including various frequency effects. We show that many of these results derive from the fundamental
assumptions of Construction Grammar that lexical idioms, idioms, and syntactic structures are uniformly represented as grammatical constructions, and argue for the use of probabilistically-enriched
grammars and interpreters as models of human knowledge of and processing of language.
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1 Introduction
In the last twenty years, the field of cognitive science has seen an explosion in the number of
computational models of cognitive processing. This is particularly true in the modeling of language,
where early computational work such as Winograd’s (1972) systemic-grammar-based interpreter,
or Marcus’s (1980) model of garden path and subjacency effects has led in two directions: toward
broad, qualitative computational models of human language interpretation (Hirst 1986; Riesbeck
& Schank 1978; Small & Rieger 1982; Cardie & Lehnert 1991), and toward careful computational
models of smaller components of the language understanding problem, such as lexical access,
(Cottrell 1985; McClelland & Elman 1986), syntactic disambiguation (Abney 1989; McRoy &
Hirst 1990; Shieber 1983), the processing of idioms (Wilensky & Arens 1980; van der Linden
& Kraaij 1990; van der Linden 1992), the interpretation of garden-path sentences (Gibson 1991;
Pritchett 1988), or models of linguistic theory (Berwick (1991) and others).
Many researchers have suggested that it should be possible to build a linguistically-motivated
model which is general enough to account for a significant part of the language interpretation
process, and yet specific enough to account in detail for each of the above problems: lexical access
and disambiguation, idiom processing, and syntactic rule access and disambiguation preferences.
In fact, an examination of recent psycholinguistic evidence suggests the architecture such
a model might take. For example, there is a great deal of evidence for parallelism in lexical
processing (Swinney (1979), Tanenhaus et al. (1979), and Tyler & Marslen-Wilson (1982)). More
recently, Kurtzman (1985), Gorrell (1987) and (1989), and MacDonald (1993) present evidence
for parallelism in syntactic processing. Finally, Swinney & Cutler (1979) and Cacciari & Tabossi
(1988) describe evidence for parallelism in the processing of idioms. Similarly, while robust
frequency effects have long been noted in lexical processing, Cacciari & Tabossi (1988) has
recently found frequency effects in idiom processing, while a number of studies, including Ford
et al. (1982), Gibson (1991), and MacDonald (1993), have found them in thematic and syntactic
processing. Indeed, MacDonald (1993) reports on a number of similarities between lexical and
syntactic disambiguation. Finally, there is evidence for on-line processing of lexical, idiomatic,
and syntactic structure, including evidence from comprehension (Marslen-Wilson 1975; Potter &
Faulconer 1979), lexical disambiguation (Swinney 1979; Tanenhaus et al. 1979; Tyler & MarslenWilson 1982; Marslen-Wilson et al. 1988), pronominal anaphora resolution (Garrod & Sanford
1991; Swinney & Osterhout 1990), verbal control (Boland et al. 1990; Tanenhaus et al. 1989),
and gap filling (Crain & Fodor 1985; Stowe 1986; Carlson & Tanenhaus 1987; Garnsey et al.
1989; Kurtzman et al. 1991).
Until relatively recently, such a general theory lacked two theoretical contributions; first, a
linguistic theory which allowed for the uniform modeling of lexical, idiomatic, and syntactic
structures, and second, evidential theories which explain how frequency-based evidence might be
used in theories of access and disambiguation, and combined with other, more structural forms of
evidence.
Two relatively recent developments make such a general theory possible. The first is a new
theory of language structure, Construction Grammar (Fillmore et al. 1988; Kay 1990; Lakoff 1987;
Goldberg 1991; Goldberg 1992; Koenig 1993; Lakoff 1993), which proposes that the mental
lexicon, idiom list, and grammar are structured jointly as a uniform collection of grammatical
constructions. Each of these constructions represents well-formedness conditions across various
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domains of linguistic knowledge, including phonological, morphological, syntactic, semantic, and
pragmatic domains.
The second is a broad body of recent techniques on probabilistic and evidential reasoning
in computational linguistics. While linguistic grammars which include frequency information
date at least back to Ulvestad’s (1960) work on subcategorization, only recently has a significant
body of techniques become common for dealing with stochastic grammars (Baker 1975/1990;
Jelinek & Lafferty 1991; Fujisaki et al. 1991) in which every rule of the grammar is augmented
with a conditional probability. Recent work has shown the use of such probabilistic grammars for
modeling synchronic change (Tabor 1993) and learning (Stolcke & Omohundro 1993).
This paper presents a new computational model of human language interpretation, and a
prototype implementation of the model called SAL. inspired by these recent developments, and
describes the model’s new theories of access and disambiguation. Our probabilistic model of
construction access, the evidential access model, unifies the processes of lexical access, syntactic
access, and idiom access. In this model phonological, syntactic and semantic evidence, top-down
as well as bottom-up, is integrated to determine which constructions to access, by computing the
conditional probability of the construction given each piece of evidence. Lexical, idiomatic, or
syntactic constructions are activated in parallel when the weight of evidence passes a threshold.
Our model of construction disambiguation, the local coherence model, similarly conflates lexical
disambiguation, idiom disambiguation, syntactic disambiguation, and semantic disambiguation.
The algorithm posits a hierarchy of universal constraints on interpretation preference based on
probabilistic expectations, for example preferring frequent constructions to rare ones, and strong
expectations to weak ones.
We show that this on-line, parallel, probabilistic interpreter accounts for a wide variety of
psycholinguistic results on lexical access, idiom processing, parsing preferences, and studies of
gap-filling and other valence ambiguities, including various frequency effects, and that in particular
many of these results derive from the fundamental assumptions of Construction Grammar on
uniform representation of linguistic structure and the use of lexical valence constraints to represent
expectations.
The idea that lexical, idiomatic, syntactic, and semantic structures are uniformly represented and
processed contrasts sharply with the traditional modular view, which holds that each of these kinds
of linguistic knowledge is separately represented and processed. Fillmore et al. (1988), Lakoff
(1987), and Goldberg (1991) argue that an integrated view of linguistic structure is necessary to
account for linguistic data. In this article, we argue the same thing for linguistic processing: that
only by jettisoning the fundamental assumptions of linguistic modularity are we able to build a
psycholinguistically accurate and elegant cognitive processing model.
Figure 1 summarizes a number of the psychological results with which SAL is compatible. The
rest of the paper discusses the model and the implementation in detail: 2 gives an overview of the
architecture, and a trace of execution, 3 discusses Construction Grammar, 4 presents the access
algorithm, and 6 presents the disambiguation algorithm.

2 Architecture
SAL’s design is based on four principles, derived from the experimental results discussed above:
2

Interpretation is interactive,

Interpretation is on-line

Access of words, idioms, and syntactic constructions is parallel.
Access is context- and frequency-sensitive.

Compositional idioms are understood faster
than non-compositional idioms.
Interpretation relies on lexical valence
information.
Gap-filling is dependent on verb thematicgrid frequency and the syntactic location of
the gap.
Interpretation is based on a preference for
more coherent interpretations.

Taraban & McClelland (1988), Stowe (1989),
Trueswell & Tanenhaus (1991), Zwitserlood
(1989)
Marslen-Wilson (1975), Marslen-Wilson
et al. (1988), Potter & Faulconer (1979),
Tanenhaus et al. (1989) Boland et al. (1990),
Swinney (1979), Tanenhaus et al. (1979)
Swinney & Cutler (1979), Kurtzman (1985),
Gorrell (1987) and (1989)
Tyler (1984), Zwitserlood (1989), Simpson
& Burgess (1985), Flores d’Arcais (1993),
Swinney & Cutler (1979), Cacciari & Tabossi
(1988)
Gibbs et al. (1989)
Shapiro et al. (1987), Clifton et al. (1984),
Mitchell & Holmes (1985), Tanenhaus et al.
(1989) Boland et al. (1990),
Crain & Fodor (1985), Tanenhaus et al.
(1985), Stowe (1986), Garnsey et al. (1989),
Kurtzman et al. (1991)
Ford et al. (1982), Whittemore et al. (1990),
Taraban & McClelland (1988), Crain &
Steedman (1985)

Figure 1: Psycholinguistic Results Modeled by SAL
Principle of Uniformity: Lexical, idiomatic, syntactic and semantic structures are represented
uniformly and processed by a single interpretation mechanism.
Principle of On-Line Interpretation: The interpreter maintains a continually-updated, partiallydisambiguated partial interpretation of the sentence.
Principle of Limited Parallelism: The interpreter keeps multiple partial interpretations for a
limited time during processing of a sentence.
Principle of Evidence: The interpreter probabilistically considers any available linguistic information in the access, integration, and disambiguation of all structures
How are these principles manifested in SAL? SAL is uniform because a single interpretation
mechanism accounts for the access, integration, and selection of structures at all levels of sentence
processing, combining lexical analysis, idiom processing, syntactic parsing, and semantic interpretation. Lexical items, syntactic constructions, and idioms are uniformly represented as grammatical
constructions. SAL is on-line because it updates its interpretation after processing each constituent
of the input, and also disambiguates interpretations on-line.
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SAL is parallel because it can maintain more than one interpretation simultaneously, although
only for a limited time; poor interpretations are pruned quickly. This on-line disambiguation
distinguishes the algorithm from parsers which maintain every possible parse, such as the active
chart parser of Kaplan (1973), the breadth-first ATN parser (Woods 1970), or the LR-style parser of
Tomita (1987). SAL is evidential because it allows syntactic, semantic, and higher-level expectations to help access linguistic information, integrate constructions into the interpretation, and choose
among candidate interpretations. Its access and disambiguation weigh evidence probabilistically.
SAL’s architecture is most easily described by following constructions as they are accessed
from the constructicon, or long-term store, and combined into interpretations in the working store.
The long-term store holds the linguistic knowledge of the interpreter (i.e., the grammar), while the
working store holds constructions as they are accessed, and partial interpretations as they are being
built up.
When the interpreter is given a sentence as input, it first relies on the access function to amass
evidence for constructions in the grammar, and to copy suggested structures into the access buffer.
The integration function then integrates these structures to produce candidate interpretations
(partially-instantiated constructions) in the interpretation store. The disambiguation theory ranks
these interpretations by a local coherence metric, and prunes poor interpretations. Figure 2 presents
a schematic diagram of the architecture.

long−term store

working store
INTEGRATION point
of X into M
the ACCESS point for X

selection threshold

access threshold

Construction X

the SELECTION point for M

Construction
X

Interpretation M

Interpretation M

Construction Y
Interpretation N
Construction Z

The Grammar

The Access Buffer

The Interpretation Store

Figure 2: The Architecture of the Interpreter

The algorithm can be sketched as follows:



Access Examine the input. As evidence accumulates for constructions, update their activation
values by the conditional probability of the construction given the evidence
. When a
construction’s activation passes the access threshold , access it into the access buffer.
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Integration Integrate the access buffer with the interpretation store: for each pair
, where

is an interpretation in the interpretation store and is a construction in the access buffer,

integrate the current point of with , using an augmented unification algorithm.
Disambiguation Update the selection rankings of each interpretation in the interpretation store,
pruning poor interpretations by beam search, with beam width  .
We give a slightly more detailed description of each component: the constructicon (the rule
base), and the access, integration, and disambiguation algorithms, followed by a trace of the
processing of a sample input.
2.0.1

The Constructicon

The constructicon (the name is modeled on the word ‘lexicon’) subsumes the lexicon, the syntactic
and semantic rules, and the idiom dictionary assumed by other theories, and thus allows the
interpreter to replace the traditional informationally encapsulated lexical analyzer, syntactic parser,
morphological analyzer, and interpretation mechanisms. A uniform constructicon allows linguistic
knowledge to be accessed, integrated, and disambiguated using a single set of mechanisms. In
addition, because constructions are the sole mechanism for capturing generalizations, construction
grammar does without redundancy rules, metarules, movement, or enrichment of surface form. 1
Constructions are also representationally rich: each construction can represent multiple levels
of linguistic structure; phonological, syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic. Thus for example a
particular constituent of a construction may be defined semantically or phonologically rather than
syntactically. A number of linguists have argued for the need for such complex, partially noncompositional constructions, including Makkai (1972), Becker (1975), Zwicky (1978), Bolinger
(1979), Wilensky & Arens (1980), and Gross (1984). 2
Finally, the version of Construction Grammar we describe annotates constructions with frequency information. Traditionally, probabilistic information in grammars was only used for register
or other sociological applications; We argue in this paper that it is only by augmenting rules with
probabilities that we can capture psycholinguistic data on access and disambiguation
2.0.2

Access, Integration, and Disambiguation

As we summarized above, our probabilistic model of construction access, the evidential access
model, unifies the processes of lexical access, syntactic access, and idiom access. In this model
phonological, syntactic and semantic evidence, top-down as well as bottom-up, is integrated to
determine which constructions to access, by computing the conditional probability of the construction given each piece of evidence. Lexical, idiomatic, or syntactic constructions are activated in
parallel when the weight of evidence passes a threshold. The algorithm is an improvement over
previous models first in its generality; a single model accounts for lexical, idiomatic, and syntactic
access. In addition, unlike traditional computational or psychological models of lexical, idiomatic,
1

Lakoff (1977), Jurafsky (1988), and Goldberg (1989, 1991) discuss how phenomena traditionally handled by these
mechanisms can be represented as constructions, structured by inheritance and other meta-relations.
2
Most other grammatical theories allow lexical entries to have semantic properties, but not larger constructions,
and none allow constructions to specify particular pragmatic properties.
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or syntactic access, is compatible with psycholinguistic results showing that access is context- and
frequency- dependent.
Construction integration is the process by which constructions are combined in building interpretations. In order for semantic interpretation to be on-line, an interpreter cannot use the traditional
rule-to-rule approach (Bach 1976), in which each syntactic rule is paired with a semantic rule, and
a semantic interpretation is built for a rule only after all of its constituents have been parsed. Our
unification-based approach uses a constituent-by-constituent architecture, in which a partial interpretation for each construction is incrementally extended as each constituent of the construction
is parsed. Thus an interpretation is available as soon as the smallest sub-constituent is reduced, and
this interpretation can be incrementally extended as each minimal piece of structure is processed.
The operation is implemented by extended a typed unification operation with a formal distinction
between argument constraints and argument fillers, and with a gap-filling operation much like the
functional-application operation used by other models of semantic interpretation.
Construction disambiguation combines lexical disambiguation, syntactic disambiguation, and
semantic disambiguation. We propose the local coherence model of construction disambiguation,
which disambiguates by preferring interpretations which fulfill syntactic, semantic, and probabilistic expectations. The algorithm operates by positing a set of universal constraints on interpretation
preference, based on the optimality theory constraints of Prince & Smolensky (1993). For example very frequent constructions are preferred to less frequent ones, and constructions which
fulfill strong expectations (such as for obligatory arguments) are preferred to those which fulfill
weak ones (such as for optional arguments). We show that this single algorithm is capable of
modeling psycholinguistic results on lexical, idiomatic, syntactic, and semantic disambiguation,
including results on lexical disambiguation (Marslen-Wilson 1987), the interpretation of gardenpath sentences (Kurtzman 1985), parsing preferences (Ford et al. 1982; Crain & Steedman 1985;
Whittemore et al. 1990; Taraban & McClelland 1988) and studies of gap-filling and other valence
ambiguities (Tanenhaus et al. 1985; Stowe 1986).
2.1

A Sample Trace

Sal has been implemented in Common Lisp with a small test grammar of about 50 constructions,
and handles a small number of sentences from a corpus collected as part of the Unix Consultant
project (Wilensky et al. 1988). This section presents a trace of the interpretation of the sentence
“How can I create disk space?”. Here as elsewhere, we follow Construction Grammar convention
in using boxes rather than trees to represent constituency.

wh−non−subject−question
how
how−scale

input

wh−non−subject−question
how−scale Scale Aux

...

wh−non−subject−question
means−how Aux ...

means−how
access buffer

Figure 3: After seeing “how”
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interpretation store

In the first part of the trace in Figure 3, the input word “how” supplies evidence for two
constructions, MEANS-HOW and HOW-SCALE, which are then accessed. MEANS-HOW represents
the lexical item how in its sense of questioning the means of attaining some goal; HOW-SCALE is a
larger construction, with two constituents, which will be discussed in 3. These constructions then
supply evidence for WH-NON-SUBJECT-QUESTION, and these are integrated together. WH-NONSUBJECT-QUESTION is a sentence-level construction which accounts for wh-questions in which the
wh-element does not function as a syntactic subject. The following are illustrative examples of the
WH-NON-SUBJECT-QUESTION construction:
(1)

a. How can I create disk space?
b. What did she write?
c. Which book did he buy?

At the end of this stage, the interpretation store contains two WH-NON-SUBJECT-QUESTIONs,
one with a MEANS-HOW constituent and one with a HOW-SCALE constituent.
Note that both interpretations have expectations for next constructions: one for a Scale, and
one for an Aux (since the second constituent of the WH-NON-SUBJECT-QUESTION construction is
constrained to be an AUX). Expectations for next constructions will be marked with italic font
and dotted-lines. Because of these expectations, there is some top-down evidence for the AUX
construction, and a small amount of evidence for all constructions which specify semantic scales.
Because there is not enough evidence (since there are many subtypes of AUX and many different
kinds of scales), no particular construction receives enough evidence to be accessed.

can
I
input

can−aux
can−verb
can−noun

bare−mono−VP
wh−non−subject−question
means−how can−aux I VP

I
double−noun
access buffer

interpretation store

Figure 4: After seeing “how can I”
Figure 4 shows the second part of the trace, in which the input “can” provides evidence
for the three lexical constructions CAN-AUX, CAN-VERB, and CAN-NOUN, as well as some larger
constructions, the DOUBLE-NOUN construction, and the BARE-MONO-TRANS-VP construction. SAL
then attempts to integrate each of the two previous interpretations with these 5 constructions, as
well as with the actual input word “can”, producing 12 possible interpretations. Most of these
12 interpretations are ruled out because they fail to integrate successfully, leaving only one. This
successful interpretation includes the MEANS-HOW construction and CAN-AUX. In the interests
of saving space, we have incorporated the next input word, “I” into this diagram as well. Note
that although there is some top-down evidence for the VP (verb-phrase) construction, there is
insufficient evidence for such an abstract construction. Abstract constructions and sufficient
evidence are discussed in 4.3.3.
7

create
create

wh−non−subject−question
means−how can−aux I vp−create

bare−mono−VP
create

input

access buffer

interpretation store

Figure 5: After seeing “how can I create”

disk

disk

diskspace

doublenoun
disk
input

wh−non−subject−question vp
means−how can−aux I create

diskspace
disk space

wh−non−subject−question
means−how can−aux I

doublenoun
disk NP

vp
create

access buffer

interpretation store

Figure 6: After seeing “how can I create disk”
Next, in Figure 5, the word “create” is input and integrated into the interpretation, along with
an appropriate type of verb-phrase.
In Figure 6 the word “disk” is input, which provides evidence for the lexical construction DISK,
as well as the noun-compound DISK-SPACE, and the more general DOUBLENOUN construction,
which accounts for all noun-noun compounds.

space
disk

input

wh−non−subject−question
means−how can−aux I

vp
create

diskspace
disk space

wh−non−subject−question
means−how can−aux I

vp
create

doublenoun
disk NP

interpretation store

access buffer

Figure 7: After seeing “how can I create disk space”
Finally, in Figure 7 the word “space” accesses the lexical construction SPACE. The selection
algorithm must now choose between two interpretations, one with the DISK-SPACE construction, and
one with the DOUBLENOUN construction in which the nouns are respectively “disk” and “space”.
Because the DISK-SPACE construction has a strong specificity expectation for the word “space”, the
StrongExp constraint will prefer this first interpretation. SAL produces the following semantics
for this sentence:
((a

question $q
(queried $p*)
(background
(a means-for

$newvar285
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(means $p*)
(goal (a ability-state $as
(actor (a speechsituation-speaker ))
(action
(a forcedynamicaction $newvar291
(action
(a creation-action
(created (a disk-freespace ))
(creator (a speechsituation-speaker

))))))))))))

This semantic form can be interpreted as:
A question where what is being queried is the means for achieving the goal of the
speaker having the ability to perform the action of creating disk-space.
The rest of this article will present the details of the constructicon and the access, integration, and
disambiguation theories,

3 The Constructicon
Figure 8 shows a sample lexical construction of the verb create. The construction is named CREATE,
has a frequency of 177 per million 3, and is a subtype of the abstract VERB construction 4.
The constitute of the construction is a semantic structure, an instance of the Creation-Action
concept. This concept has two subordinate relations (something like slots), Creator and Created.
Both of these relations are currently unfilled (variables $a and $b are unbound). This construction
only has one constituent, which includes only phonological (or graphemic) conditions, specifying
the form “create”. The two unfilled variables $a and $b act as the valence-slots of the construction.
One of the major distinguishing features of construction grammar is the ability to define
constituents of constructions semantically or pragmatically as well as syntactically. Frequently
a representational choice is simplified by this ability to use semantic knowledge, thus capturing
complex constraints on a construction’s constituents, in a sort of semantic analogue to the complex
syntactic constraints expressible in a theory like TAG (Joshi 1985).
But Lakoff (1987), Fillmore et al. (1988), and Kay (1990) have argued that allowing semantic
and pragmatic constraints on constructions is more than just a representational simplification.
They present constructions which cannot be correctly described without semantic and pragmatic
contraints. For example, Fillmore et al. (1988) showed the pragmatic constraints on the LET ALONE
construction, while Lakoff (1987) shows pragmatic constraints on speech act constructions and
subordinate clauses.
In the rest of this section, we present another example of this need for semantic constraints on
constructions. We consider the HOW-SCALE construction first defined in Jurafsky (1990), in which
3

Frequencies are taken from Francis & Kučera (1982) and Ellegård (1978), and are derived from the Brown Corpus.
The current implementation of SAL does not have a large enough grammar to determine the frequencies by actually
parsing the Brown Corpus, so we were forced to use published sources rather than using the standard EM techniques
for estimation.
4
See Jurafsky (1992) and Koenig & Jurafsky (1994 (submitted)) for details of the Construction Grammar type
hierarchy.
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abstract construction
abstraction link
constitute

Verb

Create

177

Creation−Action
Creator $a
Created $b

construction frequency
per million
variables

"create"

constituent

Figure 8: The “Create” Construction

a particular constituent of a construction must be defined semantically, The construction occurs in
examples like the following5:
(2)

a. How old are you, cook? ’Bout ninety, dey say, he gloomily muttered.
b. How accurate is that exit poll?

(3)

a. And how oft did you say his beard was not well cut?
b. How long hast thou been blind?

(4)

How much money must I have?

(5)

How many barrels will thy vengeance yield thee even if thou gettest it, Captain Ahab?

The HOW-SCALE construction has two constituents. The first constituent is the lexical item
“how”. The second may be an adjective, such as “old” or “accurate” in (2a), an adverb such as
“quickly” or “often” in (4), or even quantifiers like “many” or “much”. Specifying this constituent
syntactically would require a very unnatural disjunction of adverbs, quantifiers, and adjectives.
Furthermore, such a disjunctive category is insufficient to capture the constraints on this constituent.
For example, not every adverb or adjective may serve as the second constituent in the construction.
Note that the fragments in (6), which have respectively an adverb, an adjective, and a quantifier as
their second constituent, are uninterpretable without some context which allows a scalar reading
for these constituents.
(6)

a. *How abroad  ?
b. *How infinite  ?
c. *How three  ?

5

(2a) and (5) are from Moby Dick, 2(a) from As You Like It, 2(b) from Henry VI Part 2, (3) from Titus Andronicus.
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The commonality among the grammatical uses of the construction can only be expressed
semantically: the semantics of the second constituent must be scalar. A scale is a semantic
primitive in the representational system, and is used to define traditional scalar notions like size
or amount or weight. Note that in (6a)–(6c) above all the elements which are allowable as second
constituents for the HOW-SCALE construction have semantic components which are scales. Terms
like “wide”, “strong”, and “accurate” meet the traditional linguistic tests for scalar elements (such
as co-occurrence with scalar adverbs like “very”, “somewhat”, “rather”, and “slightly”). The
elements in the ungrammatical examples (6) do not have any sort of scalar semantics. The second
constituent of the HOW-SCALE construction may be an adjective, an adverb, or a quantifier so long
as it has the proper semantics. Koenig (1992) shows how the semantics of scales may be formally
defined in construction grammar.
A theory which could not use semantic information to constrain a constituent would be unable to
represent the HOW-SCALE construction completely. This includes most generative theories which
do not allow semantic information to play a role in the grammaticality of a construction 6.

How−Scale

149

Identify
Unknown $x
Background Scale $s
Location $z $x
Scale $s
On $z

"how"

Figure 9: The How-Scale Construction

Figure 9 presents a sketch of the representation of the HOW-SCALE construction. We have chosen
a simple frame-like representation language to represent the conceptual domain of grammatical
constructions, including abstract concepts like Actions, Events, or Objects, as well as more specific
concepts like Creation-Action or Scale. As in frame-oriented languages like KL-ONE (Brachman
& Schmolze 1985), concepts are structured entities, with subparts, slots, which place constraints
on their fillers. The slots are used in the definitional language in the standard way, in which a
frame-name creates an implicit , and each slot of the frame instantiates an implicit in the scope
of the . However, each slot is a full predicate and can take any number of arguments, rather than
a single slot-filler. (Thus for example the Location predicate in Figure 9 has two arguments: for
the object which is located on the scale, and for the position at which it is located). These slots act
as the valence of a construction, in effect creating expectations for slot fillers.


6

A lexical theory like HPSG (Pollard & Sag 1987) might choose to represent how as a degree word, and then
argue that all lexical items with scalar semantics select specifiers which are degree words. Of course this might lead
to bracketing paradoxes where the scalar item is non-lexical, as in how many barrels.
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For example, the Scale concept is defined in the representation language to have a number of
possible slots, which represent such things as which objects are on the scale, or the location of
objects on the scale, or the domain of the scale. The slots of the concept can be used in specifying
the constitute or a constituent of a construction. The semantics of the constitute of the HOW-SCALE
construction are that there is some Scale with some object on it, and the location of the object on
the scale is in question.

4 Access
Every model of parsing, lexical access, or sentence processing includes a theory of access, and yet
the problem of access has been strikingly balkanized. Psycholinguistic theories of lexical access
and idiom access and parsing theories of syntactic rule access have almost no commonality in
methodology or coverage of psycholinguistic data.
In this section we introduce a system for comparing previous models of access in each domain,
and hold them up to psycholinguistic results. We show that each of the models is lacking in this
respect, and then present the evidential access model and show that it accounts for psycholinguistic
results.
Before we begin, we consider the issue of serial algorithms versus parallel algorithms. The
earliest models of lexical, idiomatic, and syntactic access were all serial, including lexical models
like ordered-access (Hogaboam & Perfetti 1975), models of idiom access like the idiom list
hypothesis (Bobrow & Bell 1973) and the direct access hypothesis (Gibbs 1984), and syntactic
algorithms like PARSIFAL (Marcus 1980) and the Sausage Machine (Frazier & Fodor 1978). For
example, in the idiom list hypothesis, idioms are stored in a separate idiom dictionary, and are
accessed when the computation of literal meanings for a string fails, while the direct access model
of idiom access proposes just the opposite: idiomatic meaning is accessed first, and literal meaning
is only computed when the access of idiomatic meaning fails.
In recent years, serial models of lexical and idiom access have fallen somewhat out of favor,
due to extensive results which argue for parallelism (Swinney 1979; Swinney & Cutler 1979). Thus
most researchers on idiom processing assume some form of the lexicalization hypothesis (Swinney
& Cutler 1979), which proposes that idioms are stored as long lexical items and accessed in parallel
with normal lexical items. While psycholinguistic results on syntactic access are somewhat more
contentious, a number of recent results argue for parallelism in syntactic processing, as we have
discussed above.
In the remainder of this section, then, we focus our attention on parallel access algorithms,
examining previous models from two perspectives: how to access (i.e. what sorts of evidence to
use), and when to access (i.e. the time course of access). For example, consider the problem of
accessing either the syntactic rule S
NP VP or the lexical item ‘about’ ( b
t) given some
input. Figure 10 sketches four standard rule access models, showing the type of evidence each
algorithm would use to access the rule S
NP VP or ‘about’
b
t.
In the bottom-up model, access of a rule depends only on evidence from the input, and is delayed
until the entire set of constituents has been seen. One interpretation of the lexicalization hypothesis
Swinney & Cutler (1979) would process idioms in this way; van der Linden & Kraaij (1990)
built a computational model of this proposal, in which idioms are not accessed until the entire
idiom has been seen. In a top-down model (such as the selective access model of lexical access
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Figure 10: Previous Models of Phonological and Syntactic Access
(Schvaneveldt et al. 1976; Glucksberg et al. 1986)), access depends only on previous expectations.
Neither the top-down nor bottom-up models meets our concern with psychological plausibility. For
example, we cited in the introduction a large number of studies showing that language processing
is strictly on-line, ruling out a bottom-up model which delays until every constituent has been seen.
Similarly, a number of studies have shown results inconsistent with contextual selection and other
purely top-down models (Swinney 1979).
The left-corner model combines advantages of the bottom-up and top-down models; a rule is
accessed by only the first constituent, and then processing continues in a top-down manner from the
rest of the rule. Such models have been proposed for both syntactic parsing and lexical access. For
example, Marslen-Wilson’s (1987) Cohort model of lexical access in speech perception is in many
respects a left-corner model, using bottom-up information to access entries, and then top-down
information to process them further. In the Cohort model, bottom-up phonetic information is used
to access a set of lexical entries whose initial phonemes are compatible with the input so far. The
set, called the cohort set, is then weeded out by using various top-down as well as bottom-up
information sources to prune words which don’t meet their constraints.
The final class of models, the island models, propose even more sophisticated ways of accessing
a rule. In head-corner access, only the head of the first constituent need be seen to access a rule.
While the head-corner model was proposed independently by van Noord (1991) and Gibson (1991)
for syntactic parsing, Cutler & Norris’s (1988) MSS model of lexical segmentation is essentially a
head-corner model applied to speech. The MMS model accesses words based on their first stressed
syllable; the stressed syllable thus acts as the parsing head.
Finally, in what can be viewed as an extension to the head-corner model, two algorithms
(Wilensky & Arens 1980; Cacciari & Tabossi 1988) have been proposed which mark specific
constituents of idioms as the key or indexing clue, and access idioms only after this constituent is
seen. This allows these algorithms to model results indicating that the access of different idioms
will occur at differing positions in the idiom.
Clearly there is a trend in more recent access models to be more and more sophisticated
about the kind of evidence that is needed to access a rule or structure. Unfortunately none of
these models are quite sophisticated enough, and all suffer from two major problems. The first
is their inability to handle timing effects; in particular construction-specific, context-specific, and
frequency effects in access. The second is their reliance on on a single kind of information
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to access rules. This might be bottom-up information, as in the shift-reduce parsers of Aho &
Ullman (1972), or lexical access algorithms such as the exhaustive access model (Swinney 1979;
Tanenhaus et al. 1979). Alternative algorithms use only top-down information, as in many Prolog
parsers, solely syntactic information, as in the left-corner parsers of Pereira & Shieber (1987),
Thompson et al. (1991), and Gibson (1991), or solely semantic or lexical information, as in
conceptual analyzers like Riesbeck & Schank (1978) or in Cardie & Lehnert (1991) or Lytinen
(1991). Each of these models is specialized to rely on a particular kind of evidence, and is unable
to use the kind of information treated by others 7 .
Consider the psycholinguistic evidence on timing. First, there is evidence that access timing
is different for different constructions. The access point (point in time when the construction
is accessed) for different constructions may be quite distinct. For lexical constructions, Tyler
(1984) and Salasoo & Pisoni (1985) show that while the average access point for lexical items is
approximately 150 ms after word-onset, timing is quite dependent on the frequency of the lexical
item. Swinney & Cutler (1979) showed that some idioms were not accessed immediately after
the first content word of the idiom, but rather that it took at least two words to access the idiom.
Cacciari & Tabossi (1988) found that different idioms are accessed at quite different rates.
While the island or key algorithm of Cacciari & Tabossi (1988) and Wilensky & Arens (1980)
can account for the first timing results, it cannot account for the second class of results. These
results show that different contexts change the access point even for the same construction, i.e.,
that the access point is context-sensitive. Cacciari & Tabossi (1988) showed that the access of
idioms was faster in the presence of context. Salasoo & Pisoni (1985) showed the same for lexical
constructions. Marslen-Wilson et al. (1988) showed the dual case — that anomalous contexts can
slow down the access point of lexical constructions, and that the more anomalous the contexts, the
higher the response latencies.
Thus, whatever sort of access algorithm we propose, it must allow the accumulation of evidence
to cause some constructions, in some contexts, to be accessed faster than other constructions, in
other contexts. But if this is the case, the algorithm must use and hence weight different types of
evidence. How should the algorithm weight evidence for the access of a construction?
It turns out that well-known experimental results can help us to answer this question. First,
there have been results for many years which argue that the evidence combination function should
weight evidence in direct proportion to the frequency of the construction. That is, very common
constructions should be suggested more easily and quickly than less frequent ones, as we can see
from a number of experimental results: high-frequency lexical items have higher initial activation
than low-frequency ones (Marslen-Wilson (1990)), are accessed more easily (Tyler 1984 and
Zwitserlood 1989), and reach recognition threshold more quickly (Simpson & Burgess 1985 and
Salasoo & Pisoni 1985). Similarly, experiments on idioms have shown that more familiar idioms
are accessed more quickly (Flores d’Arcais 1993). This suggests that evidence for a construction
should be weighted in direct proportion to its frequency.
More recently, Cacciari & Tabossi (1988) present a result which argues that the evidence



7

For example many modern linguistic theories have extended the small finite set of non-terminals in a grammar
to a larger, potentially infinite set of directed graphs, by allowing constituents to be defined by complex syntactic (or
semantic) features. All of these theories, however, require that the grammar contain a “context-free backbone” which
is used for parsing, or that the grammar designer specify some small set of features which the parser can use via the
restriction algorithm to access rules (Shieber 1985).
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combination function should weight evidence in inverse proportion to the frequency of the evidence.
In studying the access of idioms in Italian, they found that idioms which begin with very common
words such as venire (‘come’), or andare (‘go’), what they called idioms with late cues, are accessed
much later than idioms with early cues. In other words, the highly frequent words which began the
idiom did not prove a good source of evidence for the idiom, because they provided evidence for
so many other constructions as well. This argues that a piece of evidence should be weighted in
inverse proportion to its frequency.
We can summarize the psycholinguistic data as follows:



The access-point of a construction varies across constructions and contexts.
Evidence for a construction is weighted in direct proportion to the frequency of the construction.
Evidence for a construction is weighted in inverse proportion to the frequency of the evidence.
We propose the evidental access algorithm to explain these results. The evidential access
algorithm treats access probabilistically. For each construction, we consider the various sources
of evidence for the construction, including syntactic, semantic, and lexical sources, both top-down
and bottom-up. We weight these probabilistically by considering the conditional probability of
the construction given the evidence. The grammar assigns a universal access threshold , and a
construction is accessed when the weighted evidence for it passes the threshold.
We can see that the evidential access algorithm can account for each of the psycholinguistic
results. Clearly the algorithm explains why the access point will vary across constructions and
contexts, since the quantity and quality of evidence will be different. In addition, the algorithm
explains the frequency relation between construction and evidence, which we can express as
follows, given that prior probabilities are taken as maximum likelihood estimates from relative
frequences:

 
 

   

(1)

We can see this by considering the Bayes Rule, which expresses the conditional probability of
the construction given evidence as follows:

         

(2)

Note that this equation for conditional probability predicts a direct relation between construction
prior probability and conditional probability and an inverse relation between evidence frequency
and conditional probability. The complete algorithm can be sketched as follows:
Evidential Access Algorithm:
1. Each construction in the grammar has an activation value, which is initialized to zero.

   



2. As the interpreter encounters evidence, the activation value of each relevant construction
is updated according to
, its conditional probability given the new evidence .
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3. When the activation value for a construction passes the access threshold , the construction
is accessed into the access buffer.
4. After each access round, the activation value of each construction in the grammar is reset to
zero.
In the next section we discuss the details of the algorithm and the probability computation and
some simplifying assumptions.
4.1

Types of Evidence

Types of evidence include
Bottom-up syntactic evidence: For example, evidence for a construction whose constituent(s)
match syntactic structures in the access buffer.
Bottom-up semantic evidence: For example, evidence for a construction whose constituent(s)
match semantic structures in the access buffer.
Top-down syntactic evidence: For example, evidence for a construction whose constitute
matches syntactic constraints the current position of some construction in the interpretation
store.
Top-down semantic evidence: For example, evidence for a construction whose constitute
matches the semantics of the current position of some construction in the interpretation store,
or matches the semantic expectations of a previously encountered lexical item.
These various knowledge sources can supply evidence in different ways. Top-down evidence,
for example, can be constituent-based or valence-based. Constituent-based evidence occurs when
a construction is part of an interpretation, and one of its constituents has not yet been filled. This
unfilled constituent provides evidence for any construction which meets its constraints, which
may be syntactic or semantic. Valence-based top-down evidence occurs when the arguments of a
predicate are used as evidence for the appearance of a possible argument-filler. Again depending
on whether these valence constraints are syntactic or semantic, valence-based evidence may be
top-down syntactic evidence or top-down semantic evidence.
4.2

Probability Computation

Because evidence comes from different sources, the evidential access algorithm must combine
and weight heterogeneous evidence. We make a simplifying assumption that whatever metric we
choose for evaluating evidence, it treats each of these classes of evidence in the same way. Thus
bottom-up syntactic evidence values, top-down semantic evidence values and all other evidence
values will simply be summed to produce an activation level for a construction.
The conditional probability of a construction given the evidence is relatively simple to compute
in a Construction Grammar. If constructions are annotated with frequencies, top-down probabilities, whether syntactic or semantic, can be computed by the standard algorithm used for stochastic
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context-free grammars (SCFGs). First, maximum likelihood estimators can be applied to frequencies to produce the standard SCFG prior probability, which is the conditional probability of the
right hand side of a rule, given the left hand side. This is the probability of a particular expansion
of the left-hand side. Thus if a CFG rule of the form



(3)

a SCGF augments each rule with a probability, and is of the form

  











(4)

The conditional probability of a construction given top-down evidence construction is the
probability that will expand to , which can be computed by a standard algorithm. Since the
parser operates left to right, the top-down probability
is the probability that the construction
left-expands to :
(5)





   

   

This is true whether the evidence is valence evidence, i.e. evidence from a lexical head that a
particular complement (syntactic or semantic) is expected, or constituent evidence, i.e. evidence
from a incomplete construction. If no recursive production cycles occur in the expansion of to ,
then
is very simple to compute as the product of the probabilities associated with each rule
in every possible expansion. (Stolcke (1993) shows how to handle the general case of recursive
rules in the context of Stochastic Earley parsing).
In order to compute the conditional probability of a construction given evidence which is
bottom-up evidence, we use the Bayes Rule:



   







         
 and   from normalized frequencies.
We can get the prior probabilities

(6)

For the
likelihood, we can now use the standard algorithm above.
Note that what makes it possible to condition on semantic as well as syntactic evidence is that
a construction grammar allows semantic constraints to be intermixed with syntactic ones. The
traditional use of SCFGs allowed only syntactic symbols as non-terminals. Since our grammar
allows semantic symbols as well, we can compute the probability that a constituent acts as semantic
evidence for another construction in exactly the same way as we compute the probability that it
provides syntactic evidence.
Now we might choose to access any construction whose access probability is non-zero. But
we can see from the results of Cacciari & Tabossi (1988) that idioms are often not accessed until
more than one word of them has been seen. This implies that there must be some access threshold
which is greater than zero.
Consider for example, the bottom-up evidence which the input “how” provides for the HOWSCALE construction. We will use the Bayes rule, as follows:

 HOW-SCALE  how   how  HOW-SCALE  HOW-SCALE
how
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(7)

According to Francis & Kučera (1982), the evidence “how” has a frequency of 1000 per million,
while HOW-SCALE has a frequency of 149 per million. Thus the ratio P(How-Scale)/P(how) is
149/1000 or .149. The conditional probability of “how” given HOW-SCALE is 1.0, since HOWSCALE requires the word “how”. Thus the bottom-up evidence that “how” provides is .149. We
estimate the frequency of the MEANS-HOW construction, on the other hand, as 225 per million,
Thus the bottom-up evidence that “how” provides is 225/1000 * 1.0 or .225.
As a simple starting hypothesis, we propose to set the access threshold at the value of 0.1.
Choosing this low value means that in cases with close to unity likelihood, like these cases, any
evidence will be sufficient to access a construction if its frequency is within an order of magnitude
of the frequency of the construction. The implementation described in Jurafsky (1992) in fact relied
on the fact that unity likelihoods are common, and used the ratio of priors as an approximation to
the actual conditional probability.
The current implementation of SAL does not have a robust evidence-combination algorithm.
Currently we simply sum the probabilities from various evidence sources. Since combining topdown and bottom-up evidence is the subject of a large Bayes Net literature (Pearl 1988), we expect
to use such algorithms in future work. However, psycholinguistic results on the relation between
top-down and bottom-up evidence are quite controversial. While most studies agree that top-down
evidence is used in parsing, many researchers have argued that bottom-up evidence is used first
(Mitchell 1989; Clifton & Frazier 1989). Such timing results might be modeled by providing more
weight to bottom-up evidence so that its effects are available to the interpreter earlier.
Indeed, the evidential access theory explains the fact noted by Tanenhaus & Lucas (1987) that
psycholinguistic evidence of top-down effects is very common in phonology, but much rarer in
syntax. In phonology, the conditional probability of a phoneme appearing given a word in which
it occurs is very high, and thus top-down evidence will be quite high. Syntactic constraints, on the
other hand, are generally specified in terms of very abstract constructions like NOUN or VERB. Thus
the top-down conditional probability of any particular noun appearing is quite low, and top-down
evidence will be much lower. Interestingly, Cacciari & Tabossi (1988) found evidence of top-down
effects in syntax for idioms; since idioms are often lexical, they are exactly the kind of syntactic
structure in which the top-down conditional probability of a given word occurring may be quite
high.
4.3

Examples of Access

The next four subsections summarize different kinds of linguistic knowledge that may be used as
evidence for a construction in SAL.
4.3.1

Bottom-up Syntactic or Phonological Evidence

Bottom-up syntactic or graphemic evidence is used by all parsers or interpreters. Figure 11 below
shows an example of bottom-up access. After seeing the word “how”, the interpreter accesses the
three constructions which include that lexical form.
The buffer contains two constructions, each accessed because of bottom-up syntactic evidence
from the word “how”. The first one is a lexical construction, concerned with specifying the means
or plan by which some goal is accomplished (“How can I get home?”). The second construction,
the HOW-SCALE construction, was described in 3. Note that this HOW-SCALE construction is not
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Figure 11: The Access Buffer after seeing “how”

lexical; it has two constituents, the second of which is semantically constrained to be some sort of
scale. Thus the access algorithm simultaneously accesses lexical as well as syntactic constructions.
In general, the fact that a construction’s first constituent matches the contents of the access
buffer will be good evidence for the construction. In each of the cases in Figure 11 the activation
value is greater than the access threshold 0.1. The activation of the HOW-SCALE construction is
.149, while the activation of the MEANS-HOW construction is .225, and so both constructions are
accessed.
Effects of bottom-up syntactic or phonological evidence for access are quite robust in the
psycholinguistic literature, as of course one would expect. Thus for example the studies of
Swinney (1979) and others cited above show that bottom-up access of lexical constructions occurs
even in the absence of context.
4.3.2

Bottom-up Semantic Evidence

In bottom-up semantic access, the semantic structures of some construction in the access buffer
provide evidence for a construction whose left-most constituent matches them. Because psycholinguistic results in access have generally been limited to the access of lexical structures, and because
psychological models have tended to be models of parsing rather than of interpretation it has been
difficult to find psychological results which support (or discredit) the notion of bottom-up semantic
evidence for access. Recently, however, Gibbs et al. (1989) have studied the processing of idioms,
and argued for the use of bottom-up semantic evidence in certain idioms. They noted that human
processing of a certain class of idioms — those which they called semantically decomposable —
was much faster than the processing of semantically non-decomposable idioms, and than nonidiomatic control sentences. Semantically decomposable idioms are those in which the semantics
of the idiom’s constituents plays some part in the semantics of the idiom as a whole. For example
in the idiom pop the question, the question clearly signifies a “marriage proposal”, and the verb
pop the act of uttering it. In a non-decomposable idiom, there is no semantic relation between the
meaning of the individual words of the idiom and the meaning of the idiom. For example in the
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non-decomposable idiom kick the bucket there is no relation between buckets and dying.
Gibbs et al. (1989) proposed that decomposable idioms like pop the question or spill the beans
were accessed when the subjects read the word pop or spill, because the meanings of these words
play some metaphoric part in the meanings of the entire idioms. That is, the idioms were accessed
from bottom-up semantic evidence. Non-decomposable idioms like kick the bucket were not
accessed until the entire phrase had been seen, because there was no semantic evidence for them.
In order to access idioms from metaphorically related senses in this way, the grammar must
include a representation of the conventional metaphors that play a part in the meanings of the
idioms. Martin (1990) shows how these metaphors may be represented and learned. Figure 12
below shows the representation of the Spill-the-Beans-As-Reveal-Secret metaphor that is part of
the meaning of the SPILL-THE-BEANS construction, using the notation of Martin (1990); Figure 13
will sketch the SPILL-THE-BEANS construction which includes this metaphor.

Idea-As-Object
D

Spill-the-Beans-Metaphor:
Spilling Beans

Revealing a Secret
Spill-Beans-Reveal-Secret
S

S

Spiller

spiller-revealer

Revealer
S

S

beans-secret
Beans

Secret

Figure 12: The Spill-The-Beans Metaphor (After Martin 1990)

Figure 13 shows how the SPILL-THE-BEANS construction would receive bottom-up semantic
evidence in the proposed extended model. First, the orthographic input “spill” provides some evidence for the SPILL-THE-BEANS construction, and also provides evidence for the verbal construction
SPILL. Next, the Spilling-Action concept which is part of the semantics of the SPILL construction in
the access buffer provides evidence for the SPILL-THE-BEANS construction, because the SPILL-THEBEANS construction also contains the Spilling-Action concept. The SPILL-THE-BEANS construction
thus receives both bottom-up syntactic and bottom-up semantic evidence.
A construction like KICK-THE-BUCKET, which is non-decomposable, only receives bottom-up
orthographic input from “kick”, but does not receive bottom-up semantic input, since the semantics
of KICK are not part of the KICK-THE-BUCKET construction. Allowing the SPILL-THE-BEANS
construction to receive evidence from both the input “spill” and the construction SPILL makes the
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Figure 13: The Semantics of “Spill” provides evidence for “Spill-The-Beans”

access system different from classic evidential systems, because the orthographic input is in effect
providing extra evidence as mediated by the semantics of the SPILL construction.
The fact that both the literal meaning of spill as well as the meaning of the SPILL-THE-BEANS
construction are both accessed, but with varying temporal onsets, is compatible with results from
Cacciari & Tabossi (1988).
4.3.3

Top-Down Syntactic Evidence

The use of top-down syntactic evidence is one of the historically earliest and also most common
access strategies found in models of parsing. Top-down evidence for a construction occurs when
its left-hand side matches the current position of some construction in the interpretation store.
Figure 14 shows an example of top-down evidence. The interpretation store contains a copy of
the Wh-Non-Subject-Question construction. Because its current constituent is constrained to be an
instance of the AUX construction, evidence is provided for an AUX. Because constructions are in
a type hierarchy, evidence for very abstract AUX construction is passed on to its subtypes, raising
the activation values for these constructions in the grammar.
As is the case with bottom-up evidence, top-down evidence may be insufficient to access a
construction. One expects this to be true when the top-down evidence does not provide cues that
are specific enough to a given construction. For example, constructions which constrain their
constituents to be very abstract syntactic categories such as NOUN or AUX do not supply very
good evidence for an individual noun or auxiliary. As Figure 14 shows, the top-down evidence for
the AUX construction is insufficient by itself to access any particular auxiliary. For example, the
frequency of the AUX construction, estimated from Francis & Kučera (1982), is 25,247. But the
frequency of the auxiliary CAN construction is only 1,758. Since AUX subsumes CAN, P(CAN|AUX)
is simply P(CAN)/P(AUX) = 1,758 / 25,247, or .07, which is below the access threshold of 0.1.
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Figure 14: Top-down Evidence for the Aux Construction

Wright & Garrett (1984) found evidence for top-down syntactic effects by showing that very
strong syntactic contexts affected the reaction time for lexical decisions on nouns, verbs, and
adjectives. In one experiment, a context ending in a modal verb sharply reduced the time for
lexical decision to a verb. Similarly, a context ending in a preposition reduced the time for
lexical decision to a noun. Wright and Garrett suggest that their results may be accounted for by
proposing that the parser incorporates top-down syntactic expectations for “phrasal heads”. Our
evidential access model accounts for the Wright & Garrett results in a more general way than
specifying expectations for “phrasal heads”. This is because any expectation for a construction
acts as evidence, including valence expectations, such as the expectation from an AUX for a verbal
complement that Wright and Garrett found, as well as constituent expectations, like the expectation
for the AUX construction shown above. Salasoo & Pisoni (1985) also found that top-down evidence,
both syntactic and semantic, can cause constructions to be accessed.

5 Integration
The structural backbone of the interpreter is the process of rule composition, or integration.
The requirement of psycholinguistic modeling imposes a significant constraint on an integration
algorithm: that it be on-line; 1 refers to the relevant psycholinguistic results. On-line interpretation
is a problem because of the traditional assumption of rule-to-rule processing (Bach 1976), in which
each syntactic rule is paired with a semantic rule, and a semantic interpretation is built for a rule
only after all of its constituents have been parsed.
Since the rule-to-rule assumption implies that semantic interpretation for a rule happens only
on its reduction, rules with many constituents may remain uninterpreted for much longer than is
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consistent with psychological results. One solution to this problem relies on the use of Combinatory
Categorial Grammar (CCG) (Ades & Steedman 1982; Steedman 1989; Haddock 1989) which
abandons traditional notions of phrase structure in favor of a formalism which simplifies the
process of semantic interpretation. A categorial grammar consists of a lexicon which assigns each
word a category as a function or an argument, and a set of combinatory rules which combine
(usually adjacent) categories. Through the use of operators like functional composition, CCGs can
create complex categories which correspond to partial constituents. Thus as each word is input, a
parser based on CCG can build a syntactic structure which is a complete constituent, and thus may
have a semantic interpretation without altering the rule-to-rule assumption.
Since Construction Grammar does not allow the categorial proliferation of Categorial Grammar,
we must seek a solution which does not place requirements on the form of the grammar. Our
solution is constituent-by-constituent integration. In constituent-by-constituent integration, a
partial interpretation for each construction is incrementally extended as each constituent of the
construction is parsed. Thus an interpretation is available as soon as the smallest sub-constituent is
reduced, and this interpretation can be incrementally extended as each minimal piece of structure
is processed.
Our constituent-by-constituent model allows us to use standard constructions; rather than
changing the grammar, our model directly changes the granularity of interpretation.
We implement the integration operation by extending the unification operation. Unification has
been used very successfully for building syntactic structure; applying the operation to semantic
structures leads us to three extensions:
types: Since constructions are related by a typed abstraction hierarchy, the integration operation
is extended with a type theory; thus it allows two constructions to unify only if their types
are compatible in the type hierarchy.
constraints vs. fillers: The integration operation distinguishes constraints on constituents or on
valence arguments from fillers of constituents or valence arguments.
gap-filling: The integration operation incorporates an augmentation much like the functionalapplication operation used by other models of semantic interpretation. This allows it to join
semantic structures by embedding one inside another, by finding a semantic gap inside one
structure (the matrix), and binding this gap to the other structure (the filler).
Details of the integration theory, including a description of how the theory is compatible with
psycholinguistic results on valence ambiguity, are presented in Jurafsky (1992). Martin & Jurafsky
(1994 (submitted)) show how constituent-to-constituent integration may be implemented with an
extension to lambda-expressions in a standard chart-parser-based interpreter.

6 Disambiguation
Because natural language is inherently ambiguous, and thus every model of interpretation must
include a disambiguation theory, there are a significant number of such theories. Modern theories
of disambiguation fall into two classes, those based on global metrics and those based on local
structural heuristics. The global models choose some single global metric (such as prefer the
most semantically plausible interpretation (Crain & Steedman 1985; Kurtzman 1985; Altmann
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& Steedman 1988; Charniak & Goldman 1988)) to choose among structures. The syntactic
heuristic models use a simple syntactic heuristic or combination of heuristics such as choose
the syntactically simplest interpretation (Kimball 1973; Frazier & Fodor 1978; Wanner 1980;
Shieber 1983; Pereira 1985; Kaplan 1972; Cottrell 1985) to rank structures.
Neither the global nor the simple structural models can account for the entire range of psycholinguistic data on human parsing. Thus after discussing the problems with them in detail,
we present the local coherence model of disambiguation. The local coherence theory disambiguates by ranking interpretations according to their coherence with expectations. The theory
models a large variety of psycholinguistic data, including results on the interpretation of gardenpath sentences (Kurtzman 1985), parsing preferences (Ford et al. 1982; Crain & Steedman 1985;
Whittemore et al. 1990; Taraban & McClelland 1988) and studies of gap-filling and other valence
ambiguities (Tanenhaus et al. 1985; Stowe 1986). We also summarize our preliminary work on
probabilistic motivations for the local coherence model.
The problem with the global models, in particular with models based on the Principle of A
Priori Plausibility (Crain & Steedman 1985), is that they are unable to account for the well-known
garden-path sentences, in which people choose implausible interpretations in order to fill local
expectations, or in which local preferences cause correct interpretations to be discarded in favor
of incorrect ones. (The same problem hold of current global models based on the probability
of an interpretation (Hobbs et al. 1988; Charniak & Goldman 1988; Norvig & Wilensky 1990;
Wu 1992), although we discuss below shows how such models may be extended to handle these
kinds of examples). Norvig (1988) summarizes many of the examples in (7) (we use the notation
of Gibson (1991), in which the pound-sign (#) is used to mark a garden-path sentence).
(7)

a. # The landlord painted all the walls with cracks.
b. # The horse raced past the barn fell. (from Bever (1970))
c. # The prime number few. (from Milne (1982))
d. # Ross baked the cake in the freezer. (from Hirst (1986))
e. # The grappling hooks on to the enemy ship. (from Milne (1982))

In each of these cases, the reader initially arrives at an interpretation which is semantically
anomalous. The discovery of data of this type led historically to the second class of previous
disambiguation models, based on simple syntactic heuristic strategies, including heuristics to build
the syntactically simplest structure (minimality heuristics) (Frazier & Fodor 1978; Wanner 1980;
Shieber 1983; Pereira 1985; Kaplan 1972; Cottrell 1985), or to combine nearby structures (locality
heuristics) (Kimball 1973; Frazier & Fodor 1978; Frazier 1978; Ford et al. 1982; Schubert 1986;
Hobbs & Bear 1990; Abney 1989).
These heuristics have a number of problems. First, they are not very robust. Many authors
(Kurtzman 1985; Norvig 1988; Gibson 1991; Schubert 1986; Osterhout & Swinney 1989) have
noted that it is quite easy to choose particular lexical items or particular contexts which reverse any
of the heuristics. In addition, many of these algorithms, particularly the minimality heuristics, are
very dependent on particular assumptions about the grammar which are difficult to justify. Jurafsky
(1994) analyzes the putative linguistic evidence for locality heuristics, including the attachment
of restrictive relative clauses, adverbials, and verb-particles. Jurafsky concludes that none of the
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putative locality effects can be explained by any current or possible locality heuristic, even in
concert with other principles, showing that in each case putative locality effects are emergent from
grammatical facts, including syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic constraints.
Finally, while the structural heuristic algorithms were generally designed to explain the processing difficulties with garden-path sentences (such as those in (7)), they are restricted to explaining
those which are caused by local syntactic effects, and cannot account for those which are caused
by frequency effects or by various kinds of non-local expectations.
However recent psycholinguistic results support the idea that frequency effects as well as
syntactic, thematic, and semantic expectations are used in disambiguation. For example, Trueswell
& Tanenhaus (1991) show that garden path effects could be reduced by manipulating the tense of
the clause, indicating that temporal information is used by the selection mechanism.
A number of studies have shown effects from valence expectations on parse preference. Valence expectations are expectations from any head (verbal, nominal, or other) which has unfilled
arguments. For example Ford et al. (1982) show that subjects preferred to attach prepositional objects to a verb rather than a noun just when the verb subcategorizes for such a prepositional phrase.
Similarly, Taraban & McClelland (1988) showed that subjects preferred to attach prepositional
objects to a noun just when the noun has a valence argument.
In contrast to the global or syntactic heuristic models, our local coherence model of disambiguation accounts for these results on parse preference, as well as the garden path sentences in (7).
The central intuition of the model is that the processor prefers interpretations which fill expectations.
This explains preferences for verbal attachments to verbs with appropriate arguments, as well as
preferences for nominal attachments to valence-bearing nouns. In addition, the model claims that
garden-path sentences arise when the processor chooses an interpretation which fulfills local linguistic expectations over one which is globally plausible, pruning the more plausible interpretation.
These expectations may be valence-based, constituent-based, or simply probabilistic.
For example, in sentences like (8) (repeated from (7a) above), the garden path effect is caused by
an expectation due to the thematic frame of the verb paint, which specifies an optional Instrument
argument.
(8)

# The landlord painted all the walls with cracks.

Suppose both interpretations fill expectations? Then garden-path effects may be caused by a
stronger expectation causing an interpretation with a weaker interpretation to be pruned. Consider,
for example, the ambiguous phrase grappling hooks in (9) from Milne (1982) in which the word
hooks can function as a noun (as in (9a)) or a verb (as in (9b)):
(9)

a. The grappling hooks were lying on deck.
b. #The grappling hooks on to the enemy ship.

Milne (1982) found that the use of hooks as a noun, as in (9a), is much preferred, and that
sentences like (9b) cause processing difficulty. The local coherence theory predicts this effect since
grappling hooks is a collocation, and hence a construction in its own right. Thus the expectation for
this interpretation is much more specific, and hence stronger, than the expectation for the general
verb reading of hooks.
The model’s preference for interpretations which fill expectations is expressed in the Local
Coherence Criterion:
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Local Coherence Criterion: Prefer the interpretation whose most recently integrated
element is probabilistically the most coherent with the interpretation and its lexical,
syntactic, and semantic expectations.
We define “expectation” as any structural constraint placed by previously-encountered linguistic
structures that can help narrow down the search space for predicting or disambiguating the structures which follow. Expectations include constituent expectations, which are expectations which
a grammatical construction has for particular constituents, valence expectations, which are expectations that particular lexical items have for their arguments, as well as probabilistic expectations,
assuming that constructions with higher prior probability are more expected.
We have explored a number of ways of implementing local coherence. In the current version
we rely on a set of ranked constraints. Each of these constraints expresses a preference in the
interpreter for an expectation of a particular kind. SAL’s disambiguation theory proposes these four
constraints:
Coherence Constraints:
StrongExp: Prefer interpretations which fill a strong expectation such as one for a specific construction, or for a construction which is extremely frequent.
OblExp: Prefer interpretations which fill an obligatory slot expectation such as a valence expectation or a constituent expectation.
OptExp: Prefer interpretations which fill an optional or weak expectation, such as for an optional
adjunct.
Integ: Prefer interpretations which fill no expectations, but are successfully integrated into the
interpretation.
How do these constraints interact? Our current system relies on the constraint dominance
hierarchy of Prince & Smolensky’s (1993) Optimality Theory. Where traditional linguistic theory
holds rules or constraints to be inviolable, Optimality Theory allows a structure to violate a
constraint just in case the violation allows the structure to meet a higher-ranking constraint. Thus
our coherence constraints are ranked, and are applied to interpretations in the dominance ordered
expressed by the following dominance hierarchy:
StrongExp

OblExp

OptExp

Integ

Thus if the interpretation store contains two interpretations, and one is ranked higher by the
StrongExp constraint than the other, the successful interpretation will be ranked highest. If the
interpretations agree on StrongExp, then the OblExp is applied to both interpretations, and so on.
We work through a number of examples of constraint-application in 6.1.
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6.0.4

Related Work

A number of recent disambiguation theories have been based on individual coherence-like metrics.
8
Gibson (1991) proposed that structures which never receive thematic roles, or structures with
unfilled theta-expectations filled in other structures, be disfavored. Both Ford et al. (1982) and
Abney (1989) proposed that argument attachments should be preferred to adjunct attachments.
Preferring more specific expectations was proposed by Wilensky & Arens (1980) and Wilensky
(1983) for choosing among interpretations, and by Hobbs & Bear (1990) for choosing among
attachments. Ford et al. (1982) included a frequency-based metric.
But the local coherence theory is more general than these theories in a number of ways.
For example, Ford et al.’s (1982) frequency metric only applies to subcategorization frames; the
StrongExp constraint applies to any linguistic structure. Abney’s (1989)’s argument attachment
only applies to the arguments of verbs; the OblSlot constraint applies to arbitrary obligatory slots.
In addition, because the local coherence constraints are placed in a dominance hierarchy, the
relation between the constraints is expressed in an elegant and powerful way, without expressing a
large number of binary constraints (such as prefer arguments to adjuncts).
6.1
6.1.1

Examples of Expectations
StrongExp

The local coherence theory recognizes two kinds of strong expectations: frequency and specificity
expectations.
Specificity
Expectations which place very strong constraints on their fillers are specificity expectations. Given
a choice between two expectations, if one is more specific to the constituent just integrated, it
is preferred by StrongExp. This idea of choosing a more specific rule when two rules, is often
referred to as Panini’s Principle, or the elsewhere condition (Kiparsky 1973). Its use in sentence
processing was first proposed by Wilensky & Arens (1980) and Wilensky (1983) for choosing
among interpretations, and by Hobbs & Bear (1990) for choosing among attachments.
Consider, for example, the ambiguous phrase grappling hooks in (10) discussed above, in which
the word hooks can function as a noun (as in (10a)) or a verb (as in (10b)):
(10)

a. The grappling hooks were lying on deck.
b. #The grappling hooks on to the enemy ship.

The use of hooks as a noun, as in (10a), is much preferred. Milne (1982) found that sentences
like (10b) cause processing difficulty. The preference for (10a) falls out of the Local Coherence
Criterion because grappling hooks is a collocation — that is, there is a specific construction
GRAPPLING-HOOKS which has two constituents, the first “grappling”, and the second “hooks”.
8

The idea of using coherence as a selection metric was proposed by Wilks (1975b, 1975a) in his Preference
Semantics model, based on the Joos Law (Joos 1972), which argued for choosing a meaning which was most redundant
and hence most coherent with the context (see also Hill (1970) and Joos (1958)). Other computational coherence-based
models have used marker-passing algorithms (Hirst & Charniak 1982; Norvig 1987; Hirst 1986).
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Because the construction is a lexical one, it has a very strong (lexical) expectation for the word
“hooks”. Thus when hooks appears, it meets this strong expectation. In (10b), on the other hand,
the SUBJECT-PREDICATE construction only gives rise to an expectation for a VERB — i.e., for any
verb. This expectation is not a very specific one; there are a great number of verbs, and therefore
by the Coherence Ranking, it is not as strong an expectation as that from GRAPPLING-HOOKS, and
the GRAPPLING-HOOKS interpretation is selected.
9

Declarative−Clause

Determination
Grappling−Hook
"the"

"grappling"

VP

NP

"hooks"

"the"

"grappling"

Verb

less strong expectation

strong expectation

Figure 15: Grappling Hooks: The Left Interpretation Is Preferred by StrongExp

Frequency
The second kind of strong expectations are frequency expectations. If two interpretations both had
expectations which were filled, but one was filled with a construction that is much more frequent
(currently defined as an order of magnitude) than the other, StrongExp will prefer the interpretation
that integrated this construction.
For example, (11) causes a garden path reaction in most readers. In the intended interpretation
of the sentence, “complex” is a noun, and “houses” is a verb; thus the students are housed by the
complex. However, most readers initially interpret “the complex houses” as a noun phrase, and
are confused by the lack of a verb.
(11)

The complex houses married and single students and their families.

10

The two interpretations do not differ in valence or constituent expectations; the most recent
integration of both interpretations fills a constituent expectation. However, these last integrations
differ significantly in frequency; the frequency of “house” as a verb (according to Francis & Ku čera
9

Wilensky (personal communication) has also suggested that (10b) may be difficult because the nominal sense of
grappling is very rare, arguing that Sal would prefer (10a) because of a very strong frequency expectation rather than
a very strong specificity expectation.
10
thanks to Marti Hearst for contributing this example from the Berkeley campus newspaper.
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(1982)) is 53 per million 11 , while the frequency of “house” as a noun is 662 per million. Because
of this order-of-magnitude difference, the nominal sense of house is selected over the verbal sense.
6.1.2

OblExp

The most obvious corollary to the local coherence constraint hierarchy is the commonly noted
preference for verbal arguments over verbal adjuncts. For example, Ford et al. (1982) showed that
in (12), subjects preferred to attach the prepositional phrase on the beach to the noun dog, while in
(13), subjects preferred to attach the prepositional phrase to the verb kept.
(12)

The women discussed the dogs on the beach.
a. The women discussed the dogs which were on the beach. (90%)
b. The women discussed them (the dogs) while on the beach. (10%)

(13)

The women kept the dogs on the beach.
a. The women kept the dogs which were on the beach. (5%)
b. The women kept them (the dogs) on the beach. (95%)

While most modern disambiguation theories stipulate this preference, in the local coherence
theory the preference for verbal arguments over verbal adjuncts falls out of the general preference for
obligatory over optional expectations. This includes nominal valence expectations and constituent
expectations as well as the traditional verbal valence expectations, since Construction Grammars
allow any lexical construction to have valence.
For example, a number of recent studies have shown that an interpretation where a preposition
phrase fulfills a nominal valence expectation is preferred to one in which a preposition phrase merely
acts as a post-verbal-modifier. Taraban & McClelland (1988) studied the role of expectations in
a number of preposition-attachment ambiguities. They studied expectations that were generated
when a sentence had been processed up to and including the preposition, but not including the
prepositional-object head noun. In general, they found that subjects used both verbal and nominal
valence expectations to try to attach the prepositional objects. Examples (14)–(16) from Taraban
& McClelland show examples where subjects preferred noun phrase attachments. In each of these
cases the prepositional phrases fill a nominal valence slot. Deverbal nominalizations like reductions
have valence slots like the related verbs (in this case for a Reducer and a Reduced), while nouns
like story, report, or book which describe written documents have valence slots for the Content of
the documents.
(14)

The executive announced the reductions in the budget / evening.

(15)

The philanthropist appreciated the story on his generosity / deathbed.

(16)

The high-school senior stated his goals for the future / principal.

11

Or even lower than 53 per million; of these 53 verbal occurrences, 29 consist of the gerund “housing”, leaving
only 24 true verbs.
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Whittemore et al. (1990) cite a number of other examples of nominal and prepositional valence.
The [OblExp] constraint also accounts for constituent expectations. Crain & Steedman (1985)
described a particular parsing preference which we can account for as a kind of a constituent
expectation from the SUBJECT-EXTRAPOSITION construction. Crain & Steedman (1985) noted that
when processing extraposed clauses such as (17), people prefer to analyze the clause John wanted
to visit the lab as a complement clause rather than as a relative clause modifying the child.
(17)

It frightened the child that John wanted to visit the lab.

We can see how this preference would be predicted by the Local Coherence Criterion by
considering the two candidate interpretations of the sentence just after processing the word “child”.
There are two candidate interpretations at this point, one involving the DECLARATIVE-CLAUSE
construction, and the other the SUBJECT-EXTRAPOSITION construction. In the DECLARATIVECLAUSE interpretation the word it acts as a normal pronoun, and there are no unfilled verbal or
constructional expectations. Although the word “that” could begin a post-nominal relative clause,
there is no expectation for it. The SUBJECT-EXTRAPOSITION interpretation, however, does have one
unfilled constituent slot — the slot for a SUBORDINATE-PROPOSITION, which begins with the word
“that”.

Subject−Extraposition
(Frightening−Action
Frightener
Frightened (a child) )
Subj−Pred

VP

"It" "frightened" "the child"

Subordinate−Proposition
"that"

NP

VP

cursor
(expectation for ‘‘that’’)

Declarative−S
(Frightening−Action
Frightener (pro)
Frightened (a child) )
VP
Subj−Pred
"It" "frightened" "the child"
(no expectations)

Figure 16: Processing an Extraposition (1): The Interpretation Store after child

Because the word “that” fills an expectation in the SUBJECT-EXTRAPOSITION construction but
not in the DECLARATIVE-CLAUSE construction, the SUBJECT-EXTRAPOSITION construction meets
the OblExp constraint and is preferred.
OptExp
The weakest kind of expectations are optional or adjunct expectations, expressed by the OptExp
constraint. We follow Gawron (1983) in representing adjunct expectations as slots in the semantic
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frame associated with a lexical construction. Thus slots in the valence of lexical constructions
express required arguments, while slots in the semantic frame express optional arguments. Gawron
suggested that including a temporal slot in the semantic frame of activity verbs could encode the fact
that activity verbs, but not statives, are particularly compatible with temporal adjuncts, although
they do not require them. Thus action verbs and event nouns will have an optional slot in their
semantic frame for time adverbials, and thus a time adverbial will preferably attach to an action
verb or an event noun over a stative or non-event noun. For example, Hobbs & Bear (1990) noted
examples like (18), where the preposition phrase during the campaign attaches to the verb saw
rather than to the noun president because saw has an optional argument for a duration adverbial,
while the president does not.
(18)

John saw the president during the campaign.

In general, an active verb is preferred to a stative, and a verbal form is preferred to a nominalization, particularly with deverbal nominalizations from punctual verbs, Thus, for example, when
the selection algorithm must choose between an adverbial which could modify a noun, (in this case
a deverbal nominalization from a punctual verb), and an activity verb, the activity verb will be
chosen, with the result that the preferred interpretation of (19a) below is that the talking occurred
yesterday, while the preferred interpretation of (19b) is that the confirmation occurred yesterday.
(19)

a. Humbert was talking about Clarence Thomas’ confirmation yesterday. (talking yesterday)
b. Humbert was talking about Clarence Thomas being confirmed yesterday. (confirmed
yesterday)

In order to explain this sort of preference, Ford et al. (1982) and Abney (1989) proposed a
heuristic that preferred attachments to verbs to attachments to nouns. The OptExp constraint is
more general than this heuristic, because the preference falls out of a semantic fact which must be
represented anyway – action verbs and event nouns can take time adverbials, but stative verbs and
other nouns cannot. In addition, the OptExp constraint generalizes to other optional and adjunct
expectations.
6.2

Extensions to the Coherence Theory

The coherence criterion expresses how to choose interpretations, but a disambiguation theory also
must specify when to choose among interpretations. So far we have assumed that the processor
only chooses one interpretation over another when one interpretation is favored by the coherence
ranking. However, it is possible that even if an interpretation is favored over another by the ranking,
the difference is so slight that we would like to predict that both be maintained in memory.
In order to handle such cases, Gibson (1991) proposed to assign numerical scores to his
disambiguation constraints, allowing him to assign a value to each parse. He then argues that if
the parser was assumed to have memory limitations, it might prune parses via beam-search, i.e.
pruning any interpretations which are worse than the best interpretation by some beam-width.
In our earlier work Jurafsky (1992), we applied Gibson’s ideas to interpretation, assigning
numerical values to our coherence criteria, and using beam search on interpretations. Indeed our
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experience with models of speech recognition has shown that beam-search is an extremely effective
heuristic for pruning linguistic structures in processing ambiguous speech input. We expressed this
timing constraint as the Beam-Search Principle:
Beam-Search Principle: Prune interpretations whenever the difference between their
score and the score of the most-favored interpretation is greater than the selection
threshold  .
The Beam-Search Principle insures that very poor interpretations are pruned when better ones
are available. When all of the alternative interpretations have been pruned, the most-favored
interpretation will be selected. Thus the interpretation store may temporarily contain a number of
interpretations, but these will be resolved to a single interpretation quite soon. The point at which
one interpretation is left in the interpretation store is called the selection point. Like the access
point of 4, the selection point is context dependent, because the time course of disambiguation will
depend on the nature of the candidate interpretations and the context. Just as the access threshold
was fixed but the access point was variable, the selection threshold  is fixed, while the selection
point will vary with the context and the construction12.
As Gibson pointed out, the Beam-Search Principle explains the existence of certain garden-path
effects, in which the local coherence metric causes the correct interpretation to be disfavored and
the Beam-Search Principle causes it to be pruned, leaving no correct interpretation. The interpreter
is making a wrong decision because it is unable to look ahead in the input for evidence before
making a decision. Thus the human sentence interpreter trades completeness for tractability.
In Jurafsky (1992), each constraint was assigned an integer value between 1 and 3, and the
beam-width was set at 2. This allowed multiple violations of lower-ranked constraints to cause an
interpretation to be pruned, but still allowed multiple similar interpretations to remain.
The problem with this approach was that it required each constraint to have an arbitrarily defined
weight. Our current work attempts to replace each of the coherence constraints with a probabilistic
explanation. Each constraint would be shown to fall out of a simple metric like maximum a postiori
probability, given some simple assumptions.
For example, consider the StrongExp constraint. Clearly strong frequency expectations fall
out of the probabilistic account, since we assume that relative frequencies can be used to derive a
maximum likelihood estimate of the prior probability of an interpretation. But we can also show
that strong specificity effects fall out of the probabilistic account.
First, we must define what it means for a construction to be more specific than another given
some input. Consider the input the big apple, and two possible explanatory constructions: a general
noun-phrase construction, and a more specific idiom whose meaning is ‘New York’. It is clear
that the likelihood of the words the big apple is much higher given the idiom THE-BIG-APPLE than
given the general noun-phrase construction. This is true since the probability mass of possible
noun-phrases is much higher than the mass of instances of THE-BIG-APPLE.
But if the likelihood of a more specific construction is higher than the likelihood of a more
general construction, then all things being equal, i.e. assuming the same prior probabilities, the
more specific construction will also have a higher posterior probability by the Bayes Rule.
12

The selection point resembles the recognition point which is used to define the point of final lexical selection in
the Cohort model (Marslen-Wilson 1987).
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We hope to apply this type of probabilistic explanation to each of the other coherence constraints
as well. A major impetus to this work is that it would allow us to unify the access and disambiguation
theories with a single probabilistic formalism.
Finally, it is important to note that the local coherence theory would need to be embedded in
some higher-level, non-local, model of disambiguation, since the larger problem of disambiguation
must refer to every level of linguistic knowledge, including pragmatic and textual knowledge which
is not considered in this article, as well as non-linguistic world knowledge. As Hirst (1986:111)
noted, it is impossible to disambiguate sentences like (20a,b) without non-linguistic knowledge
about “the relative aesthetics of factories and flora”:
(20)

a. The view from the window would be improved by the addition of a plant out there.
b. The view from the window would be destroyed by the addition of a plant out there.

For example, the local coherence model could be embedded in recent models which propose to use
coherence metrics to solve the general problem of textual abduction (Charniak & Goldman 1988;
Ng & Mooney 1990; Norvig & Wilensky 1990).

7 Problems and Future Work
The model suffers from a number of problems, most of all its size. The small implementation only
has a toy grammar, deals solely with English, has no modeling of discourse, anaphora, or intersentential effects, and derives its frequency number from published sources rather than generating
them automatically from corpora. In addition, the model is not fine-grained enough to provide a
quantitative, millisecond-by-millisecond analysis of lexical access and priming effects. Finally, the
current implementation of the model deals only with syntactic parsing, and does not model lexical
access.
Our current work addresses each of these concerns. In our current work in applying the
Construction Grammar model to the analysis of speech (Jurafsky et al. 1994), we are generalizing
the algorithms we have used in syntactic processing to the phonetic processing of speech. The
problem of determining structure from speech input is even more difficult than is the parsing
problem, due to inherently ambiguous structures. We hope to show that the same properties which
make the model appropriate for syntax, including an evidential model of access, a beam-search
model of disambiguation, and the tightly integrated use of semantic information, make the model
a good one for speech recognition as well, and also allow us to use our speech corpora to build
larger grammars.
In addition, as we discussed in 6.2 we are attempting to show that the each of the constraints
in the hierarchy used to express local coherence can be shown to fall out of probabilistic ones like
those used in the access theory. In this way we hope to develop a more general probabilistic theory
which unifies the access and disambiguation theories.

8 Conclusion
Traditional wisdom holds that a difficult problem can often be solved by divide-and-conquer
methods; thus it has been argued that by dividing linguistic processing into modules for lexical,
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idiomatic, syntactic, and semantic processing, we can eventually build a general theory of human
language processing. Driven by experimental results, we have taken the opposite tack, relying on
Construction Grammar, a theory of grammar which provides a uniform representational mechanism,
and encourages interaction between different linguistic levels.
In rejecting modularity as a fundamental metaphor for linguistic processing, we have argued for a
new, broad, far-reaching theory of language processing that is capable of explaining a great number
of detailed psycholinguistic results. These results deal with every level of linguistic structure,
including lexical, idiomatic, and syntactic access and disambiguation, the interpretation of gardenpath sentences, parsing preferences, and studies of gap-filling and other valence ambiguities.
Our theory makes another strong claim, regarding the use of probabilistic models in linguistic
theory. Our evidential access and coherence-based disambiguation algorithm both refer to frequencies and probabilities. Linguistic theory has shied away from the use of probabilistic models since
Chomsky’s early arguments against Markov models of syntax. But the evidence we have presented
here for the augmentation of each construction with probabilities, together with recent work which
argues that probabilistic models are necessary to account for language change (Tabor 1993) and
learning (Stolcke & Omohundro 1993), argues for a reanalysis of this position. Chomsky was
correct in arguing against simple Markov models of syntax not because they were probabilistic,
but because of their simplistic models of structure. We see probabilities not as replacements for
structure, but as enrichments of structure; augmenting constructions with probabilities allows us to
have the advantages of both structuralist and probabilistic models of language.
We hope this work also argues for holism at a different level, the level of academic disciplines.
Building a cognitive model of parsing for a linguistic theory is a necessarily interdisciplinary
enterprise. In particular, we have shown that models and metaphors from different disciplines
of cognitive science can be used to solve problems in other sub-fields. For example, the psycholinguistic result that human processing of language is on-line was used to solve traditional
computational complexity problems in parsing. Psycholinguistic results on the strong similarities
in the processing of lexical, idiomatic, and syntactic structures were used to argue for integrated
models of linguistic structure like Construction Grammar. And finally, traditional computational
algorithms like beam search are used to explain psychological results.
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